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1 Origins and Development
Sources and laboratory techniques. The principal workers and their influence on the nomenclature. Early conventional work and ideas about intestinal toxaemia. The phases of disease in relation to the bacterial bowel picture. Dr Bach's reservations about pathogenicity. Expanding and developing the homeopathic connection. Bowel function in relation to health. Terminology and bacteriology.

2 The Practical Implications
The difference from other remedy relationships of the associated remedies. The observational basis for the concept of associated remedies. The lists of associated remedies. Modern drugs and the incompleteness of the lists. Chemical connections within the lists. Miasmatic connections of the bowel nosodes. The totality of symptoms. Are the bowel nosodes truly homeopathic? Are the bowel nosodes true nosodes? The relationship of the bowel nosodes to health and diet. The clinical situation of the bowel nosodes in animals.

3 The Clinical Applications
The usefulness in all species. The taking and use of a faecal swab. The other ways of using the nosodes clinically. Themes of the individual bowel nosodes. Dosage considerations. An illustrative case from John Paterson.

4 The Morgan Group
Morgan Bach, Morgan Pure and Morgan Gaertner. Indications and materia medica.
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Case 1: A non-specific pruritis
A bowel nosode, selected on broad principles, in fact proves to be the required remedy.

Case 2: An unexpected twist
A well indicated remedy takes the case forward to a considerable degree, but the presenting symptom yields finally to the appropriate bowel nosode.

Case 3: Remedy choice within a group.
The use of a bowel nosode indicated by the remedies employed previously unlocks the full effect of an indicated remedy.

Case 4: The depth of dis-ease
A chance injury produces a stubborn symptom that is linked to the underlying imbalance in the patient, and which is resolved finally by the use of a bowel nosode addressing that imbalance.

5 Dysentery Co.
Indications and materia medica

Case 5: Getting to the root of fear
Various remedies are prescribed over time to address different manifestations of an underlying fear. It is only when the bowel nosode associated with the most successful of these is given that the final cure is obtained.

Case 6: A shaky start to a career
A talented but unconfident new veterinary surgeon falls victim to a winter epidemic and fails to throw off its lingering effects until a suitable bowel nosode is administered.

6 Proteus
Indications and materia medica

Case 7: Lovesick and worried
Physical symptoms defy conventional diagnosis, but homeopathy provides both initial relief of symptoms and, via the use of a bowel nosode, the final solution to the condition.
Case 8: Overwhelmed by siblings
Problems arise for a growing child that appear as physical, but which are resolved by a bowel nosode addressing the underlying tensions of family life.

7 Sycotic Co.
Indications and materia medica

Case 9: The obvious is not always the complete answer
A vaccinosis is created by inappropriate conventional treatment. Due to the patient's miasmatic balance, this manifests as predominantly sycotic. An appropriate remedy gives some improvement, but it was not until a bowel nosode is prescribed that the miasmatic balance is moved towards psora and a cure obtained.

Case 10: The ravages of time
An indicated remedy produces some improvement of a palliative nature. An appropriate bowel nosode is introduced with the aim of augmenting its action, but in the event the nosode appears to act as a remedy in its own right.

Case 11: An obstacle to academic achievement
Homeopathic remedies are given, with some success, for a disabling condition. However, it is not until the introduction of the bowel nosode that the desired breakthrough is obtained.

8 Gaertner Bach
Indications and materia medica

Case 12: A frustrating dog
An apparently healthy dog is affected by appetite problems and inability to gain or retain body weight. The use of the indicated bowel nosode and some of its associated remedies produces the desired effect.

Case 13: Vital support for a failing system
A geriatric patient is helped in the closing years of his life by the periodic prescription of the relevant bowel nosode.

9 Bacillus No. 7
Indications and materia medica
Case 14: A difficult patient
An injury tips a horse into an acute pathological expression of its constitutional type. The appropriate remedy gives considerable success but it is not until the prescription of the associated bowel nosode that the full benefits are seen.

Case 15: Exhausted after being 'cured'
After a long history of ill health, a lady is promised that a hysterectomy will resolve her problems. Post-operatively she experiences continued problems until a bowel nosode provides the answer.

10 The Smaller Groups

Bacillus No. 10, Mutabile, Faecalis, Coccal Co. and Poly Bowel

Indications and materia medica

Case 16: An outstanding symptom
One very strong symptom determines the choice of remedy, which is initially successful. Support from the associated bowel nosode does not resolve matters but moves the case's miasmatic expression, leading to a change of bowel nosode.

Case 17: A victim of circumstances
A cat is involved in a territorial dispute and as a result develops a problem of persistent infection. The initial remedy fails to act but the bowel nosodes opens up the case.

Case 18: A persistent nuisance
A middle aged man is left with a recurring sore throat following a severe winter cold/flu. Other remedies help with the acute phase but a bowel nosode is used to resolve the throat.

Appendix

The expanded associated remedy lists taking account of modern knowledge. Potency chords.
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